Business Travel. Personal Service.

CASE STUDY 1: SPORT

£5OOK

Complex global travel at short notice
With a budget of £500k and one week’s notice, we were asked
to ensure that 43 members of the Uruguayan Football squad and
staff made it to Seoul and Tokyo for the arranged international
friendlies with South Korea and Japan.
Very few of the travelling party were in the same location. In fact,
not one of the Uruguayan national team represented a domestic
club within Uruguay. This meant we had to work quickly to
figure out the most efficient way to get the 23 players from their
different locations throughout Europe, North, Central and South
America to the hosting nations, in time and within budget.
Creative booking solutions
Complicating matters further, four members of the Uruguayanbased coaching staff could not acquire an ESTA. Without this,
they couldn’t travel on the best route, via Miami. We came up
with a more creative route, without impacting the agreed budget.
Last minute changes
When a player became injured during the first friendly, their club
asked for them to be repatriated so that they could assess and
treat the injury. The ISON Account Manager was contacted late at
night and booked the injured player on a flight departing the next
day.
Exceeding expectations
We exceeded the expectations of the Match Agent and football
associations involved by successfully transporting the entire team
from mutliple ‘to and from’ locations on schedule and on budget;
coming up with creative solutions to visa issues and providing
24/7 support, which ensured an injured team member was
transported home for treatment quickly and safely.
Further information
Contact us for details on how we can help you manage your
corporate travel efficiently and cost-effectively.
+44 (0)20 3657 9738
info@isontravel.com
www.isontravel.com
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